


Abstract 

This is the first systematic experimental study of the comparative performance of two 

incentive compatible mechanisms for public goods provision: the Basic Quadratic mecha-

nism by Groves and Ledyard (7 = 1 and 7 = 100) and the Paired-Difference mechanism 

by Walker. B o t h mechanisms are Nash-efficient and balanced vvith the same dimensions of 

message space, and the latter has one advantage over the former in that in equilibrium it is 

individually rational. However, our experiments demonstrate that the actual Performance 

of the Basic Quadrat ic mechanism under a high punishment parameter is far better than 

the Basic Quadrat ic mechanism under a low punishment parameter, which, in turn, is bet

ter than the Paired-Difference mechanism, evaluated in terms of System efficiency, close to 

Pareto opt imal level of public goods provision, convergence to stage game equilibrium and 

stability. F rom this we draw some lessons for mechanism design: Standard considerations. 

such as incentive compatibility, individual rationality and balanced budget, are not enough 

to guarantee that these desirable properties can actually be obtained in a dynamic process 

with human subjects. Other disequilibrium aspects, such as deviation costs which impose 

incentives for subjects to learn to play their equilibrium strategies, and deviation sensitiv-

ity which can either amplify or diminish noise in a system, are also important to induce 

good dynamics and stability. To understand principles of individual learning behavior, we 

estimated three static and four dynamic learning models. Variants of the Stimulus response 

models outperform the generalized fictitious play model. The comparative Performance of 

the three variants of the Stimulus response models are statistically indistinguishable. 
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1 Introduction 

How to design decentralized institutions to facilitate cooperation in an environment with 

public goods has been a challenging problem for economists for a long time. Natural pro-

cesses, such as the voluntary contribution mechanisms, have been shown both theoretically 

and experimentally, to be unable to solve the "free-rider" problem 1 . Therefore, since the 

1970s, economists have been seeking decentralized mechanisms that are non-manipulable 

and achieve Pareto optimal allocation of resources with public goods. 

By now it is well-known that it is impossible to design a mechanism for making collective 

allocation decisions, which is informationally decentralized, non-manipulable, and Pareto 

opt imal 2 . There are many mechanisms which preserve Pareto optimality at the cost of non-

manipulability, some of which preserve "some degree" of non-manipulability. In particular, 

some mechanisms which have the property that Nash equilibria 3 are Pareto opt imal have 

been discovered. These can be found in the work of Graves and Ledyard (1977), Hurwicz 

(1979) and Walker (1981). 

A l l these "next best" mechanisms have very similar theoretical properties, which leads 

one to consider properties, other than optimality of Nash equilibria, in an effort to distin-

guish among them. One important additional dimension of Performance is the dynamics 

induced by these mechanisms in a laboratory. Any actual implementation is necessarily a 

dynamic process, starting somewhere off the equilibrium path. The fundamental question 

conceming implementation of a specific mechanism is whether the dynamic processes wi l l 

actually converge to one of the equilibria promised by theory, and once converged, whether 

the equil ibrium wi l l be stable. If the dynamic processes do not converge, then the nice 

properties in equil ibrium cannot be achieved. Therefore, it is crucial to study the dynamic 

processes of a mechanism, and to extract the properties of static mechanisms that induce 

convergence and stability. This motivates the research reported in this paper. 

We select two mechanisms to implement in a laboratory, whose Nash equil ibria are Pareto 

optimal: the Basic Quadratic mechanism by Groves and Ledyard (1977) and the Paired-

Difference mechanism by Walker (1981). While the Basic Quadratic mechanism has been 

studied in laboratories, the Paired-Difference mechanism has not been systematically studied 

in laboratories. A comparison of these two families of mechanisms has not been performed 

either. This comparison allows us to abstract the properties that induce convergence and 

stability when a mechanism is implemented among boundedly rational agents, i.e., to answer 

1See Ledyard (1995) for a survey of the experimental literature on the voluntary contribution mechanisms. 
2This impossibility has been demonstrated in the work of Green and Laffont (1977), Hurwicz (1975), 

Roberts (1979) and Walker (1980) in the context of resource allocation with public goods. 
3Other implementation concepts include perfect Nash equilibrium (Bagnoli and Lipman (1989)), undom-

inated Nash equilibrium (Jackson and Moulin 1991)), etc. 
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the question, what properties of a static mechanism can induce the subjects to learn to play 

an equil ibrium strategy. 

To study the dynamic learning processes induced by these mechanisms, we use two major 

families of learning mödels : three variants of the Stimulus response models and a generalized 

fictitious play model. Some clear conclusions emerge: the Basic Quadratic mechanism under 

a high punishment parameter converges the fastest and remains the most stable of all three. 

It is followed by the Basic Quadratic mechanism under a low punishment parameter, and 

then followed by the Paired-Difference mechanism. Reasons for this drastically different 

Performance of different mechanisms are discussed. in particular. the incentives to learn and 

deviation sensitivity are formalized. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the theoretical properties of 

the Basic Quadrat ic and Paired-Difference mechanism. Section 3 reviews previous imple-

mentation of these mechanisms. Section 4 goes over the experimental design. Section 5 

summarizes the group level results. Section 6 introduces several learning models and uses 

them to analyze the data. Section 7 discusses two additional aspects of the mechanisms that 

induce good dynamics. Section 8 concludes the paper. 

2 The Mechanisms - Static Properties 

Two families of mechanisms are studied in the same environment: the Basic Quadratic 

mechanism (hereafter BQ) and the Paired-Difference mechanism (hereafter P D ) . These two 

mechanisms have very similar static properties. Both are Nash-efficient and balanced with 

the same dimensions of message space 4. The PD mechanism is also individually rational in 

equil ibrium. These properties are introduced in turn. 

2.1 The Basic Quadratic Mechanism 

The Basic Quadrat ic mechanism is the first mechanism in a general equil ibrium model, in 

which through a government allocation-taxation scheme the behavioral equilibria (Nash) are 

Pareto optimal . Tha t is, given the allocation-taxation scheme, consumers find it in their 

self-interest to reveal their true preferences for the public goods and the public goods are 

produced at an optimal level. Therefore the mechanism is incentive compatible, Pareto 

optimal , and it balances the budget both on and off the equilibrium path. 

The BQ mechanism allocates each individual's share of the cost of public good by 
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Our experimental des ign for the BQ mechanism c losely resembles the CP experiments 

i n t h a t we also consider two treatments, 7 = 1 a n d 7 = 100, b u t differs i n b o t h the e n v i -

ronments a n d the process used to facilitate the study of individual learning processes. Most 

importantly, we have run seven independent sessions for each treatment, which allows us 

to perform analysis t h a t requires S t a t i s t i c a l independence. Note that one Session is only 

one independent observation due to the intrinsic strategic interaction among subjects within 

each session. Therefore. compared w i t h previous experiments o n the B Q mechanisms, th is is 

the first t i m e some c lear s t a t i s t i c a l results are presented. Indeed, we w i l l see some sharp Sta

tistical contrasts across treatments in the following sections. To compare the dynamic path 

induced b y the mechanisms. we used m u c h longer iterations (100 rounds per session) than 

any of the previous implementations. Detailed differences in the environments are explained 

in Section 4. 

Compared wi th the BQ mechanism, there has been little experimental work on the PD 

mechanism. Robin Hanson ran a pilot experiment testing the PD mechanism with the Smith 

process, and found nonconvergence. So far there has been no published experimental work on 

the PD mechanism. One of the reasons for the lack of systematic experimental study of the 

PD mechanism might be due to the fact that theoretically it does not converge under either 

Bayesian or Cournot dynamic behavior. However, experimental evidence strongly rejects 

Bayesian and Cournot learning in favor of other models.7 Because of its simplicity and good 

theoretical properties, we think it is worthwhile to actually implement it in a laboratory, in 

an environment which gives it a best shot, to study the actual dynamics it induces. If, in 

that case, we find no convergence with real human subjects after al l , we need to ask why 

and draw some lessons for mechanism design. 

4 Experimental Design 

The experimental design reflects both technical and theoretical considerations. The economic 

environment and the experimental procedures are discussed in the sections below. 

4.1 The Economic Environment 

We are interested in an environment where theoretically the voluntary contribution mech

anism predicts zero provision, while the BQ mechanism and PD mechanism predict Pareto 

efficient provision of public good. A second consideration is the influence of the punishment 

parameter in the BQ mechanism on the convergence of the dynamic processes. 

7See, e.g., Boylan and El-Gamal (1993), Cox, Walker and Shachat (1996). 
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While Results 5. 6 and 7 p r o v i d e further evidence in ranking the Performance of the 

mechanisms, Results 8 and 9 compare the performance of the learning models evaluated on 

this data set. Since BQ100 induces fast and stable convergence to its stage game equilibria, 

all learning models perform very well under this mechanism. It is the relatively volatile 

dynamic paths of B Q1 and P D that provide a sharp s e p a r a t i o n of the performance of the 

RPS-type model and the Generalized Fictit ious Play model. 

R e s u l t 8 : The individualistic RPS-type learning models fit the BQl and PD data much 

better than Generalized Fictitious Play model. 

S U P P O R T . Tables 4 to 9 show that the Generalized Ficti t ious Play model produces 

much larger (almost double) Q D M scores than any of the three individualistic RPS- type 

learning models, not only at overall averages but also at independent sessional averages. 

The difference is so obvious that Statistical tests are superfluous. Either permutation test or 

Wilcoxon test can give a clear-cut statistic Separation at 1% significance level (one-tailed). 

• 

One might argue that these two types of learning models are not entirely comparable, 

since the generalized fictitious play model is a deterministic model which makes extreme 

predictions of 0 or 1, while all the RPS- type models make stochastic predictions. To correct 

for this bias, we also evaluated all learning models under the absolute deviation measure 2 8 

and proportion of inaccuracy 2 9 scores. A l l the results st i l l hold under these two scoring rules. 

The next result shows that the performance of the three R P S models is statistically 

indistinguishable. 

Result 9 : The comparative performance of the three individualistic learning models, the 

linear form RPS, power-RPS and exp-RPS is statistically indistinguishable. However, con-

sidering that the linear form RPS model has only one parameter while the power-RPS and 

exp-RPS model each have two parameters, one can say that the linear form RPS model tracks 

our experimental data reasonably and robustly well, across sessions and across mechanisms. 
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i.e., the noise gets diminished more, the larger the population is. This is because with the 

BQ mechanism, players react to the mean of everyone eise's message. In a large population. 

noise created by deviation gets averaged out. 

This is not true wi th the PD mechanism. Under the PD mechanism, 
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we study the dynamic properties induced by these mechanisms in a laboratory. Our experi

ments show that they did induce very different dynamics. Despite all the perfect theoretical 

properties of the PD mechanism. the empirical evidence from our experiments indicates that 

in a simple quasilinear environment the BQ mechanism with a properly chosen punishment 

parameter has much better dyanmic properties. 

Comparing the Performance of the BQ mechanism under a high punishment parameter 

(7 = 100). a low parameter (7 = 1). and the PD mechanism, we conclude that the Per

formance of BQ100 is far better than B Q l , which. in turn, is better than P D . in terms of 

system efficiency, close to Pareto optimal level of public goods provision. less dispersion, 

convergence to stage game equilibrium and stability. A l l rankings are statistically highly 

significant. 

These results suggest that when we design a mechanism, Standard considerations, such 

as incentive compatibility, individual rationality and balanced budget, are not enough to 

guarantee that these desirable properties can actually be obtained in a dynamic process 

with real human subjects. Other disequilibrium aspects, such as deviation costs which impose 

incentives for subjects to learn to play their equilibrium strategies, and deviation sensitivity 

which can either amplify or diminish noise in a system, are also important to induce good 

dynamics and stability of a mechanism. 

Individual learning rules are important for us to understand the dynamic properties of 

incentive compatible mechanisms. In an attempt to understand the principles of individual 

learning behavior, we estimated three static models and four dynamics learning models. 

Variants of the individualistic relative-payoff-sum (RPS) models outperform the population 

model of Generalized Ficti t ious Play on this data set. The comparative Performance of the 

three variants of the R P S model are shown to be statistically indistinguishable. 

To abstract aspects of mechanisms that induce boundedly rational individuals to play 

equilibrium strategies is an important but difficult task, which requires experimental studies 

of many mechanisms. This study begins to give us some intuition from comparing two 

interesting mechanisms. Further experimental study of other mechanisms are needed to 

confirm the intuit ion obtained from this study. 
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